The following fiction titles, arranged by month of publication, are on order at South St. Paul Public Library. Titles that have not appeared on previous lists are in **bold** and highlighted with a ✩.

With the library temporarily closed, place your requests using our online catalog (ssplibrary.org) or call 651-554-3240 to ensure your place in the queue for a good read.

### June 2020

- **Basu, Diksha.** *Destination Wedding*
- **Bell, David.** *The Request*
- **Bennett, Brit.** *The Vanishing Half*
- **Brooks, Terry.** *The Last Druid*
- **Campbell, Michele.** *The Wife Who Knew Too Much*
- **Carlisle, Kate.** *The Grim Reader*
- **Charles, Janet Skeslien.** *The Paris Library*
- **Chiaverini, Jennifer.** *Mrs. Lincoln’s Sisters*
- **Clancy, Christina.** *The Second Home*
- **Cleeton, Chanel.** *The Last Train to Key West*
- **Clegg, Bill.** *The End of the Day*
- **Colgan, Jenny.** *500 Miles from You*
- **Connolly, John.** *The Dirty South*
- **Dailey, Janet.** *Holding Out for Christmas*
- **Giffin, Emily.** *The Lies That Bind*
- **Goldman, Matt.** *Dead West*
- **Griffin, W.E.B.** *Attack*
- **Griffiths, Elly.** *The Lantern Men*
- **Guillory, Jasmine.** *Party of Two*
- **Hart, John.** *The Unwilling*
- **Hedlund, Jody.** *A Bride of Convenience*
- **Hegi, Ursula.** *The Patron Saint of Pregnant Girls*
- **Hibbert, Talia.** *Take a Hint, Dani Brown*
- **Higgins, Kristan.** *Always the Last to Know*
- **Hilderbrand, Elin.** *28 Summers*
- **Hutton, Callie.** *A Study in Murder*
- **Jackson, Lisa.** *You Betrayed Me*
- **Jance, Judith A.** *Credible Threat*
- **Johansen, Iris.** *The Persuasion*
- **Jones, Sandie.** *The Half Sister*
- **Kauffman, Rebecca.** *The House on Fripp Island* (formerly July)
- **King, Laurie R.** *Riviera Gold*
- **Lackey, Mercedes.** *Spy, Spy Again*
- **Macomber, Debbie.** *Twenty-One Wishes*
- **Maden, Mike.** *Tom Clancy Firing Point*
- **Mbue, Imbolo.** *How Beautiful We Were*
- **Mina, Denise.** *The Less Dead*
- **Miranda, Megan.** *The Girl from Widow Hills*
- **Mitchell, David.** *Utopia Avenue*
- **Molloy, Aimee.** *Goodnight Beautiful*
- **Moning, Karen Marie.** *Kingdom of Shadow and Light*
- **Page, Nora.** *Read or Alive*
- **Paris, B.A.** *The Dilemma*
- **Patterson, James and Candice Fox.** *Hush*
- **Patterson, James and Brendan DuBois.** *The Summer House*
- **Peterson, Tracie.** *The Way of Love*
- **Phillips, Susan Elizabeth.** *Dance Away with Me*
- **Ragnar Jonasson.** *The Mist*
- **Robards, Karen.** *The Black Swan of Paris*
- **Ryan, Jennifer.** *Sisters and Secrets*
- **Sager, Riley and Todd Ritter.** *Home Before Dark*
St. John, Katherine. *The Lion’s Den*
Shalvis, Jill. *The Summer Deal*
Sittenfeld, Curtis. *Rodham*
Stage, Zoje. *Wonderland*
Steiner, Susie. *Remain Silent*
Steel, Danielle. *Daddy’s Girls*
Steiner, Susie. *Remain Silent*
Sullivan, J. Courtney. *Friends and Strangers*
Thor, Brad. *Near Dark*
Vaughan, Sarah. *Little Disasters*
Warren, Susan May. *The Heart of a Hero*
Waxman, Abbi. *I Was Told It Would Get Easier*
Williams, Beatriz. *Her Last Flight*
Young, Heather. *The Distant Dead*

July 2020

Abbott, Jeff. *Never Ask Me*
Atkins, Ace. *The Revelators*
Barrett, Lorna. *Handbook for Homicide*
Beanland, Rachel. *Florence Adler Swims Forever*
Bell, Ted. *Dragonfire*
Butcher, Jim. *Peace Talks*
Candlish, Louise. *The Other Couple*
Carrey, Jim, and Dana Vachon. *Memoirs and Misinformation* (formerly May)
Castillo, Linda. *Outsider*
Center, Katherine. *What You Wish For*
Coulter, Catherine. *Deadlock*
Davis, Fiona. *The Lions of Fifth Avenue*
Delaney, JP. *Playing Nice*
Deutermann, P.T. *The Hooligans*
Dimaline, Cherie. *Empire of Wild*
Donoghue, Emma. *The Pull of the Stars*
Feeny, Alice. *His & Hers*
Freeman, Brian. *Robert Ludlum’s the Bourne Evolution*
Graham, Heather. *Deadly Touch*
Green, Hank. *A Beautifully Foolish Endeavor*
Gyasi, Yaa. *Transcendent Kingdom*
Hamilton, Karen. *The Last Wife*
Harmel, Kristin. *The Book of Lost Names*
Hatcher, Robin Lee. *How Sweet It Is*
Hooper, Elise. *Fast Girls: A Novel of the 1936 Women’s Olympic Team*
Housewright, David. *From the Grave* (formerly May)
Kellerman, Jonathan. *Half Moon Bay*
Kwan, Kevin. *Sex and Vanity*
Lackberg, Camilla. *The Golden Cage*
Lapena, Shari. *The End of Her*
Logan, T.M. *The Vacation*
Louis, Lia. *Dear Emmie Blue*
Macomber, Debbie. *A Walk Along the Beach*
Malerman, Josh. *Malorie*
Martin, Kat. *The Ultimate Betrayal*
McCall Smith, Alexander. *The Geometry Of Holding Hands*
North, Alex. *The Shadows*
O’Farrell, Maggie. *Hamnet*
Patterson, James, and Tucker Axum. *Cajun Justice*
Patterson, James, and Chris Tebbetts. *1st Case*
Quinn, Spencer. *Of Mutts and Men*
Roberts, Nora. *The Best Mistake*
Robotham, Michael. *When She Was Good*
Rosenfelt, David. *Muzzled*
Sager, Riley. *Home Before Dark*
Silva, Daniel. *The Order*
Snelling, Lauraine. *A Blessing to Cherish*
Tremblay, Paul. *Survivor Song*
Tsukiyama, Gail. *The Color of Air*
Turnbull, Bryn. *The Woman Before Wallis*
Watson, Larry. *The Lives of Edie Pritchard*
Wiggs, Susan. *The Lost and Found Bookshop*

August 2020

Andrews, Donna. *The Falcon Always Wings Twice*
Balogh, Mary. *Someone to Romance*
Banks, Maya. *Wherever You Are*
Bowen, Rhys. *The Last Mrs. Summers*
Cornwell, Patricia Daniels. *Spin*
Cussler, Clive. *The Saboteurs*
Goldin, Megan. *The Night Swim*
Hannah, Sophie. *The Killings at Kingfisher Hall*
Hart, Carolyn. *Ghost Ups Her Game*
Hart, Ellen. *In a Midnight Wood*
Hoang, Helen. *The Heart Principle* (formerly May)
Laukkanen, Owen. *Lone Jack Trail* (formerly May)
Lovesey, Peter. *The Finisher*
Mallery, Susan. *The Friendship List* (formerly May)
Nicholls, David. *Sweet Sorrow*
O’Leary, Beth. *The Switch*
Patterson, James, and Richard DiLallo. The Midwife Murders
Slaughter, Karin. The Silent Wife
Steel, Danielle. Royal
Sullivan, J. Courtney. Friends and Strangers
Watson, S.J. Final Cut
Woods, Stuart. Choppy Water

September 2020

Archer, Jeffrey. Hidden in Plain Sight
Backman, Fredrik. Anxious People
Brown, Sandra. Thick as Thieves
Butcher, Jim. Battle Ground
Cleeves, Ann. The Darkest Evening
Cline, Emma. Daddy: Stories
Coble, Colleen. Two Reasons to Run
Cussler, Clive. Ma rouder
Deveraux, Jude. Thief of Fate
Dugoni, Robert. The Last Agent
Fluke, Joanne. Christmas Cupcake Murder
Flynn, Vince. Total Power
Follett, Ken. The Evening and the Morning
Freeman, Brian. Funeral for a Friend
Galbraith, Robert. Troubled Blood
Graham, Heather. Dreaming Death
Hiaasen, Carl. Squeeze Me
Hornby, Nick. Just Like You
Jance, Judith A. Missing and Endangered
Johansen, Iris. Chaos
Johnson, Craig. Next to Last Stand
King, Stephen. Rita Hayworth and Shawshank Redemption
Kline, Christina Baker. The Exiles
Lewis, Beverly. The Stone Wall
Lupica, Mike. Robert B. Parker’s Fool’s Paradise
Mallery, Susan. Happily This Christmas
Miller, Sue. Monogamy
Mosley, Walter. The Awkward Black Man: Short Stories
Nesbo, Jo. The Kingdom
Nunez, Sigrid. What Are You Going Through?
Patterson, James. The California Murders
Penny, Louise. All the Devils Are Here
Perry, Anne. A Question of Betrayal
Picoult, Jodi. The Book of Two Ways
Robb, J.D. Shadows in Death

Robinson, Marilynne. Jack
Smith, Wilbur. Call of the Raven
Sparks, Nicholas. The Return
Ware, Ruth. One By One
Zigman, Laura. Separation Anxiety

October 2020

Alam, Rumaan. Leave the World Behind
Andrews, Donna. The Gift of the Magpie
Banks, Maya. Highland Ever After
Bradford, Barbara Taylor. In the Lion’s Den (formerly May)
Casey, Jane. The Cutting Place
Child, Lee. The Sentinel
Flagg, Fannie. The Wonder Boy of Whistle Stop
French, Tana. The Searcher
French, Nicci. House of Correction
Grisham, John. A Time for Mercy
Harrow, Alix. E. The Once and Future Witches
Hilderbrand, Elin. Troubles in Paradise
Hoffman, Alice. Magic Lessons
Jewell, Lisa. Invisible Girl
Kellerman, Faye. The Lost Boys
Kingsbury, Karen. Truly, Madly, Deeply
Klay, Phil. Missionaries
Koontz, Dean R. Elsewhere
Macomber, Debbie. Jingle All the Way
McCall Smith, Alexander. How to Raise an Elephant
Oates, Joyce Carol. Cardiff, by the Sea
Patterson, James, and Shan Serafin. Three Women Disappear (formerly July 2021)
Peterson, Tracie. Forever By Your Side
Rankin, Ian. A Song for the Dark Times
Rosenfelt, David. Silent Bite
Turton, Stuart. The Devil and the Dark Water
Unger, Lisa. Confessions on the 7:45
Woods, Stuart. Shakeup

November 2020

Atkins, Ace. Robert B. Parker’s Someone to Watch Over Me
Baldacci, David. Untitled Fall 2020
Beaton, M.C. *Hot to Trot*
Brown, Rita Mae. *Out of Hounds*
Cameron, Marc. *Untitled Jack Ryan #20*
Childs, Laura. *Egg Shooters*
Clark, Mary Higgins. *Piece of My Heart*
Coelho, Paulo. *The Archer*
Connelly, Michael. *The Law of Innocence*
Daheim, Mary. *Lady Macdeath*
Evanovich, Janet. *Fortune and Glory*
Evans, Richard Paul. *The Noel Letters*
Gregory, Philippa. *Dark Tides*
Joyce, Rachel. *Miss Benson’s Beetle*
K’wan. *Black Lotus 2: The Vow (formerly May)*
Patterson, James. *Deadly Cross*
Perry, Anne. *A Christmas Resolution*
Roberts, Nora. *The Awakening*
Steel, Danielle. *All That Glitters*

**December 2020**

Fisher, Taryn. *The Wrong Family*
Klassen, Julie. *A Castaway in Cornwall*
Patterson, James. *NYPD Red 6*
Perry, Thomas. *Eddie’s Boy*
Smiley, Jane. *Perestroika in Paris*
Woods, Stuart. *Untitled Stone Barrington #56*

**June 2021**

Palmer, Diana. *Notorious*